Teaching millennials – Grad School


LESSONS FROM TEACHING MILLENNIALS, Kenneth Stewart, College Teaching, Vol. 57, No. 2 (Spring 2009), pp. 111-117 (JSTOR).

BRIDGING THE READING GAP IN THE LAW SCHOOL CLASSROOM, 45 Cap. U. L. Rev. 433 (2017). Specifically, see this section – which has some good data and footnotes of millennials: III. THE INFLUENCE OF TECHNOLOGY – the author mentions the “tethered generation” because they are constantly tethered to their technology.

Stereotypes/Traits

WORKING WITH MILLENNIALS IN THE LAW, 201450 JUN Ariz. Att'y 16 (2014). Specifically, see the following section on stereotypes/traits: “Millennial, Characteristics.”


Amid The Stereotypes, Some Facts About Millennials, NPR, November 18 2014

Four Traits That Make Millennials More Effective Leaders, August 18, 2017
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2017/08/18/four-traits-that-make-millennials-more-effective-leaders/#11b46fd37303

Traits of a Millennials, October 30, 2014
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/greg-jacobs/traitsofa-millennial_b_6071864.html